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Behold, a king will reign in righteousness, and princes will rule in 

justice. Each will be like a hiding place from the wind, a shelter 

from the storm, like streams of water in a dry place, like the shade 

of a great rock in a weary land. Then the eyes of those who see 

will not be closed, and the ears of those who hear will give 

attention. The heart of the hasty will understand and know, and 

the tongue of the stammerers will hasten to speak distinctly. The 

fool will no more be called noble, nor the scoundrel said to be 

honorable. For the fool speaks folly, and his heart is busy with 

iniquity, to practice ungodliness, to utter error concerning the 

Lord, to leave the craving of the hungry unsatisfied, and to 

deprive the thirsty of drink. As for the scoundrel -- his devices are 

evil; he plans wicked schemes to ruin the poor with lying words, 

even when the plea of the needy is right. But he who is noble 

plans noble things, and on noble things he stands. Isaiah 32:1-8 

 

Between you and me, who is superior? In what respect? Why 

would one be superior to another when all of us are of the same mind? The only difference between us is 

to what extent we put into action what our mind tells us to do; otherwise we are no different at all. Our 

minds are all the same. The basis of the person and of the mind is the same; the only difference lies in the 

degree to which we follow the instructions of our minds, how much we convert our thoughts into action, 

and how much we cultivate our environment. 

SMM, CSG 1617-18 

 

Hello, 

 

Hyung Jin Nim started the service by referring to the passage in Isaiah 32:1-8, which discusses the 

difference between righteous leaders versus foolish ones. The biggest impediment to young people 

embracing the Gospel is sex. Those living a free sex lifestyle become separated from their families and 

communities. It teaches them to objectify women, instead of learning the love and respect dynamic. 

 

Isaiah was writing during a time when Jerusalem had become so corrupt. There was a power shift from 

Assyria to Babylon. Both had satanic practices including child sacrifice and prostitution. 

 

He spoke about a King's Report interview with Zachary King who was seduced into Satanist cult as a 

teenager through sex. The God of the Bible warned against doing that. The result was to desexualize 

relationships outside of marriage. 

 

Hyung Jin Nim also spoke about Pastor Artur Pawlowski in Calgary, Canada, who was interviewed on 

Friday but then arrested by the Canadian "Nazi" police while driving back from church on Saturday. He is 

one of the few pastors in Canada to stand up against lockdowns. Last month he told the police to get out 

of the church when they were interrupting Easter services. 
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The goal of such intimidating tactics is to neutralize Christianity and replace it with secularism and 

political satanism. In France churches are being burned down on a weekly basis. In Finland, an MP was 

charged with hate speech for quoting the Bible. 

 

We support the police as long as they support the Constitution, not if they become the strong-arm bullies 

of the political class, like in North Korea or Nazi Germany. Everything that is legal is not always right. 

Totalitarians think that they are God, but in the end God's authority is revealed. When it seems like it is 

the worst, goodness is revealed. 

 

In Florida Gov. DeSantis is making it a crime to block a public highway. Hyung Jin Nim showed a video 

of BLM and Antifa blocking a highway in Texas, which is starting to look like Portland. Communists are 

activating groups that engage in intimidation and violence. The Muslim Brotherhood backs Black Lives 

Matter. Now patriots are being purged from U.S. military. Vaccine passports are being required in 

Germany. Our freedom to travel is ending. 

 

 
 

In the Gulag Archipelago Solzhenitsyn wrote that if Russian citizens had stood up against the police 

coming to take people away early in Lenin's reign they could have stopped the growth of the "cursed 

machine" of Communism. 

 

America is the last beachhead of freedom. There is nowhere else to run away to. 

 

We have to get back to living an epic life through Christ, not just for a personal benefit. We are called to 

join the epic quest for freedom, not just wait for heroes to save us. God is the ultimate hero seeking to 

save us, calling us to join Him in the epic quest, stand with Him. 

 

Even in a post-Christian world people respond to stories of heroism. Atheism can't fill this void. That is 

why each must choose His righteousness. Some people have even registered the "Jedi" Star Wars religion. 

That of course is a fiction, not the real bread of life. 

 

The same surveillance of believers during the 1st and 2nd centuries in Roman Empire is now back. There 

will be a day of reckoning for all of us. That is why elites are desperate to extend their lives through Life 

Extension. 

 

With a Rod of Iron even a grandmother can stand up against criminals. Christians are called to resist the 

devil. Stand up against the devil and he will flee. 

 

During the American Revolution, Francis Scott Key was a lawyer who was sent to negotiate with the 

British commander in the harbor for a one-on-one trade of prisoners. American prisoners in the British 

warship were asking "is the flag flying?" Despite making an agreement to exchange prisoners, the British 

commander changed his mind and threatened to decimate the Fort McHenry unless the Americans took 

down their flag. By sunset every British naval ship was shelling Fort Hood for hours at a time. The British 

were upset that the wretched flag was still flying in the morning. During the night American soldiers 

would run out directly into the cannonball fire and pick up the flag, even though many were killed. In the 

morning the flag was still held up in a pile of American soldiers' bodies. 

 

******************************** 
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Arrested after Church Service, Pastor 

STANDS UP Against Police State 

 

In Monday's King's Report interview with Pastor Artur Pawlowski, who was arrested on Saturday by 

Calgary police in Alberta, Canada for refusing to shut down church services. SWAT teams had been 

demanding to enter his church during worship services. A local judge issued a ruling that police could do 

"anything necessary" to arrest the pastor, without a warrant. 

 

They are creating rules and laws without regarding human rights, a sort of alliance between fascism, 

communism and a medical tyranny pretending to be based on science. In the city of Calgary there were 

less people hospitalized in 2020 than in 2018 or 2019, so there is no need for these severe lockdowns, 

which are destroying countless small businesses. Meanwhile hundreds of people can shop in a Walmart or 

in a COSTCO warehouse. 99% of churches are closed down by government orders with no objection by 

the Christian leaders, but recently the mosque in Calgary had hundreds of cars parked outside it with 

perhaps thousands worshipping inside. The politicians have betrayed and enslaved the people. They are 

targeting Judeo-Christian values. We are seeing what happened in Germany in the 1930s. 

 

When Pastor Artur was a teenager in Poland he grew up in a communist "hell on earth." There was no 

hope, and much alcoholism. You could be arrested, even tortured, for any reason, such as listening to a 

radio station broadcasting from West European countries. There was no free press or independent 

judiciary. The country was run by lawless people who required bribes to get anything done, including 

bribes to teachers, nurses, judges, etc. in 1981 the Polish people went to the streets. Tens of thousands 

were arrested, and many killed, but after 2 years Poland was liberated. It shows the power when the 

people stand up. 

 

 
 

You have to say to them "no" and "get out." "We will not comply. We will resist." When this is over we 

will try you corrupt leaders criminally for treason. Bullies need to be stopped. The police came last 

Saturday accompanied by their Antifa and BLM collaborators. 

 

Pastor Artur received 11 Covid tickets for not wearing a mask when he was serving food outdoors to the 

homeless on Christmas Day. Government leaders said you were not allowed to meet in churches or even 

have a meal with parents or relatives, but meanwhile they were vacationing in Hawaii, Florida and 

Europe. A hundred police showed up to stop the Christmas celebration. Next the police showed up at the 

church taking photos of parishioners. The church was vandalized by a local homosexual activist, assisted 

by Antifa and BLM. The local paper, the Calgary Herald, did a hit piece, portraying him and the church 

as dangerous instigators. Law enforcement in Canada doesn't care about morals, just about enforcing 



 

 

orders from their "fuhrers." 

 

Hundreds of people are now showing up in solidarity. Tens of thousands of texts and emails to Pastor 

Artur say they have hope again to see him standing up against the madness. Thousands of atheists are 

writing him to say they are considering going back to church. A pastor is a shepherd with a staff to keep 

the flock safe from wolves. Millions are around the world are being encouraged. I am not bowing down. I 

will not be blackmailed to give up my faith. 

 

Most churches are complying with government orders to shut down. They are worshipping government, 

not God, but the remnant is getting stronger, like Daniel who refused to obey the order of the King to not 

worship God. We are seeing separation between the sheep and the goats. 

 

************ 

 

May God bless you and your families! 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Richard 

 

Richard A. Panzer, Ph.D., President 

World Peace and Unification Sanctuary - USA 

 

 

 

 


